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PHONOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

The foot domain in Bambara

Christopher R. Green

University of Maryland—Center for Advanced Study of Language (CASL)
Recent research has shed new light on the role and characteristics of prosodic domains, includ-

ing segmental and tonal feet, in an array of languages. This research extends to African languages,
but much work remains to be done. Tonal African languages are particularly problematic, as cor-
relates of stress or metrical prominence are often not well defined or are absent altogether. In ad-
dition, descriptive work may omit details of the structure and function of prosodic domains. An
exception to this is Bambara, where research implicates a pivotal role for foot structure in seg-
mental and tonal processes. These processes reference a foot domain; however, there are conflict-
ing accounts of certain defining characteristics of its structure. This article aims to challenge two
long-held claims about Bambara prosodic structure. The data presented support a claim that all
Bambara feet are uniformly trochaic and parsed from left to right in all instances. I intend to illus-
trate that Bambara segmental and tonal feet are a single, structurally unified prosodic entity.*
Keywords: prosodic structure, foot domain, Bambara, Mande languages, headedness

1. Introduction. The characteristics of and roles played by prosodic feet and simi-
lar structures (e.g. tonal complexes) in morphophonological phenomena have been the
subject of many recent works (e.g. Akinlabi & Liberman 2006, Akinlabi & Uria 2003,
Bennett 2012, 2013, Bickmore 1995, 2003, de Lacy 2002, Green 2010, Hannahs 2009,
Hermans 2011, Jaker 2010, Leben 1997, 2002, 2003, Pearce 2006, 2007, Yip 1996, Zec
1999, among others). These studies report on a variety of typologically diverse lan-
guages and illustrate a growing interest in prosodic structure above the level of the syl-
lable. Notably, several of these recent studies focus on the prosodic structure of African
languages.

Prosodic feet exhibit a range of characteristics and affect an impressive array of
processes, including, among others: (i) providing a domain of application for some
processes to occur (or otherwise blocking them); (ii) defining a domain within which
only certain tones, segments, or sequences can or cannot occur or cooccur; and (iii) dic-
tating the distribution of metrical and/or phonological prominences. As research contin-
ues, additional roles played by the foot domain may emerge.

A case in point on which this article focuses concerns the structure and role of the
foot domain in Bambara (ISO: bam), a Mande language spoken primarily in Mali. Seg-
mental and tonal characteristics of the Bambara foot domain have been the subject of
several recent works (e.g. Green 2010, Green et al. 2014, Leben 2002, 2003, Vydrine
2002, 2010). In addition, Bamba 1991, Rialland & Badjimé 1989, and Weidman &
Rose 2006 also add to our current understanding of Bambara prosodic structure. While
this article focuses on the arguments developed in works by Green (and colleagues),
Leben, and Vydrine, the overall state of the science related to Bambara prosodic struc-
ture is discussed in §3.3.

There is general agreement that the Bambara foot domain is preferentially disyllabic,
bounded, and parsed exhaustively, and that it plays an important role in Bambara
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phonology; however, there is disagreement about some key details of foot structure,
namely foot headedness and the directionality of foot parsing. This article argues that
these discrepancies have arisen in part due to the narrow, phenomenological view taken
of foot-based processes. The broader perspective adopted here aims to provide a resolu-
tion to these discrepancies.

The aim of this article is to marry the findings and analyses contributed in the works
mentioned above, other work on Mande languages, and more recent research on Bam-
bara, in order to arrive at a unified account of Bambara foot structure and its definitive
role in the phonology of the language. The intent is to provide a connection between
segmental and tonal phenomena that rely on foot structure, with a goal of demonstrating
that segmental and tonal feet are not separable constructs with different structural prop-
erties, but rather that they represent a single, structurally unified prosodic entity, ex-
hibiting a uniform set of characteristics upon which Bambara phonology relies. More
specifically, this article illustrates that Bambara feet are bimoraic, maximally disyllabic
trochees, and parsed exhaustively from left to right in all instances.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. An overview of the prosodic hi-
erarchy and some assumptions about the foot domain are first presented (§2). Pertinent
characteristics of Bambara segmental and tonal phonology are then introduced to orient
the reader to the subject matter, and background information on the state of research on
Mande prosodic structure is provided, with a focus on Bambara and other Manding lan-
guages (§3). The disconnect between opposing viewpoints on two parameters of Bam-
bara foot structure, namely headedness and directionality of footing, is outlined in §4. A
unifying characterization of Bambara foot structure supported by evidence from related
phenomena in an array of related languages is offered in §5, followed by discussion and
concluding remarks (§6).

2. Prosodic structure and the foot domain. Prosodic structure is typically dis-
cussed with reference to the universal prosodic hierarchy, as introduced in a series of
works by Selkirk (1978, 1981, 1984) and further discussed in Nespor & Vogel 1986 and
many works since. Although certain tenets of the prosodic hierarchy in its original for-
mulation have been called into question and subsequently altered and/or adapted (e.g.
strict layering and domain universality), its underlying architecture remains very much
intact. The prosodic hierarchy, as its name implies, is organized such that smaller units
(e.g. syllables) comprise and are dominated by successively larger units (e.g. feet) and
so forth, as schematized in 1.1 The foot and successively higher units are sometimes re-
ferred to as domains, as they may act as a locus or domain of application for particu-
lar processes (Selkirk 1986, and references therein). In addition, as indicated in 1,
prosodic units can be divided into two groups, namely rhythmic categories and inter-
face categories (e.g. Ito & Mester 2013, Martínez-Paricio 2013). While the higher-level
interface categories may share correspondences with syntactic structures, they often
have related phonological correlates; importantly, these phonological and syntactic do-
mains need not be isomorphic (Hayes 1989, Selkirk 1986, 2011). Rhythmic categories
are mostly invoked with reference to meter, stress, prominence, and/or accent. In this
article, I am primarily concerned with the foot, but I often make reference to the mora,
syllable, and the prosodic word.

1 Certain categories have been called into question, for example the clitic group and the major vs. minor
phrase, and are omitted from this schematization of the prosodic hierarchy (see, for example, Ito & Mester
2013, Selkirk 1996). Some descriptions of the prosodic hierarchy also omit the mora as a separate entity (see
Ito & Mester 2003).
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(1) Prosodic hierarchy (adapted from Martínez-Paricio 2013)
Utterance υ

�
Intonational Phrase ι

� }Interface categories
Phonological Phrase φ

�
Prosodic Word ω

�
Foot Ft

�
Syllable σ }Rhythmic categories

�
Mora µ

I assume that the foot domain in Bambara is immediately dominated by the prosodic
word domain. While this is the case in Bambara, it is not necessarily a universal ten-
dency. For example, recent work by Bennett (2013) and Martínez-Paricio (2013) argues
that the foot domain can undergo a limited degree of recursion in some languages (al-
beit as a last resort), analogous to what has been argued to occur in interface prosodic
categories (e.g. Elfner 2012, Green 2013, Ito & Mester 2009, 2010, 2013). Such viola-
tions of the strict layer hypothesis (Selkirk 1984) have since been admitted into
contemporary conceptions of prosodic hierarchy theory. Four key components of
strict layering have been reformulated into individual, violable constraints: layered-
ness, headedness, exhaustivity, and nonrecursivity (Selkirk 1996).

Although I do not offer an optimality-theoretic account of Bambara foot structure in
this article, two elements of foot structure discussed in Selkirk 1996, namely headed-
ness and exhaustivity, play an important role in the analysis below. The parameter of
headedness generally refers to two main concepts: (i) contrast: the element at the head
of a domain tends to accommodate more contrasts, and (ii) prominence: the element at
the head of the domain is the most prominent element. In reference to the foot domain,
with the exceptions above duly noted, the foot dominates and is composed of one or
more syllables, one of which is the head of the foot. Likewise, one or more feet are
dominated by the prosodic word; one foot is the head of the prosodic word. Promi-
nence, as it relates to headedness in the foot domain, invokes a distinction between
strong vs. weak syllables. Assuming for the moment the typologically ideal case of bi-
nary (whether moraic or syllabic) feet, feet are of two sorts: iambs and trochees. Iambs
are weak + strong sequences, while trochees are strong + weak; the strong position is
considered the head of the foot. For additional diagnostics applicable to prominent po-
sitions, see Zoll 1998. The distinction between weak and strong positions is of impor-
tance to the discussion below, since there is yet to be a consensus on the headedness
parameter with respect to Bambara feet.

Also important is the parameter of exhaustivity, which determines the extent to
which particular elements are parsed into units of an immediately dominating domain.
Below, I am concerned with the parsing of syllables into feet; this becomes important in
Bambara in the parsing of odd-parity, trisyllabic words. Assuming for the moment bi-
nary syllabic feet, exhaustive footing parses an odd-numbered syllable in a trisyllabic
word into a degenerate, monosyllabic foot. If exhaustive footing were not enforced, an
odd-numbered syllable would not be parsed as a foot. There are a host of other possi-
bilities for what can become of the unparsed string, and oftentimes such material be-



haves exceptionally.2 This parameter is important in Bambara as it relates to the direc-
tion of exhaustive foot parsing, another point on which there is disagreement in the
Bambara literature.

Having given an overview of the prosodic hierarchy and characteristics of the foot do-
main that figure in to the discussion below, I next introduce basic phonological charac-
teristics of Bambara and the state of research on prosodic structure in Mande languages.

3. Bambara basics and mande prosodic structure. Bambara, also called Ba-
manankan or Bamana, is a member of the Manding group of Central-Southwestern
Mande. Some of its best-known and closest relatives include Jula (Dyula) and Maninka.
There is a rich descriptive literature on Bambara, and on its tonal system in particular
(e.g. Bird 1966, Courtenay 1974, Creissels 1978, 1988, 1992, Diarra 1976, Dumestre
1987, Dwyer 1976). In addition, there is a short but productive history of research on
aspects of its prosodic structure (e.g. Bamba 1991, Green 2010, 2013, Leben 2002,
2003, Rialland & Badjimé 1989, Vydrine 2002, 2010, Weidman & Rose 2006).

3.1. The bambara basics. Bambara has a relatively small consonant inventory and a
typical system of seven vowels, which exhibits a tense/lax distinction in mid vowels;
the complete sound inventory is shown in Table 1. Marginal sounds, including those
found only in loanwords, are given in angle brackets. There is a historical contrast be-
tween short and long vowels in morpheme-initial positions; oftentimes the contrast is
maintained only in monosyllabic words. This distinction may be maintained synchron-
ically only by some speakers, or short and long vowels may occur in free variation
(Dumestre 2011). Both short and long vowels contrast with a nasal vowel counterpart.
When a voiced stop follows a nasal vowel, a phonetic nasal stop will often emerge be-
tween them. Syllable structure in the normative, ‘standard’ variety of the language is
conservative, meaning that it follows a maximal CV template, with a few predictable
exceptions.

Some varieties of Bambara, for example Colloquial Bambara (Green 2010), permit a
wider variety of syllable shapes. These include CCV and CVC syllables. The phonotac-
tics of Colloquial Bambara permit such complex syllables only when the second mem-
ber of a branching onset in a CCV syllable or the coda of a CVC syllable is a sonorant.
The language also permits derived CVV syllables, where an intervocalic velar conso-
nant is removed when flanked by identical vowels. I have argued that the processes that
create these syllables are constrained by metrical structure.
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2 For more on typological peculiarities of odd-parity forms and the challenges they present to certain theo-
ries of stress and parsing, see Hyde 2012.

labial labio- alveolar post- velar glottal vowels
dental alveolar

plosive p, b t, d k, ɡʷ i, iː, ĩ, ĩː u, uː, ũ, ũː
fricative f s, <z> <ʃ> h e, eː, ẽ, ẽː o, oː, õ, õː
affricate tʃ, dʒ ɛ, ɛː, ɛ̃, ɛ̃ː ɔ, ɔː, ɔ̃, ɔ̃ː
nasal m n ɲ ŋ a, aː, ã, ãː
lateral l
rhotic r, <ɾ>
glide w j

Table 1. Bambara sound inventory (adapted from Dumestre 2003).



The language, by and large, is morphologically isolating, with little inflectional mor-
phology. Compounding and other means of word formation via derivation are quite pro-
ductive; zero-derivation is common as well.

Bambara has two tone levels, high (H) and low (L). LH contours are possible in the
instances noted below; phonetic HL contours often occur word- and/or phrase-finally.
The key lexical contrast in Bambara words is between H and LH tone melodies, as in 2.
Alternations between LH and LL melodies and the manifestation of these melodies in
words longer than two syllables are discussed in detail below. Bambara has a floating L
definite marker that induces a downstep on a following H tone (Bird 1966); there is an
additional grammatical tone contrast between certain forms of nouns and verbs.

(2) Contrastive H vs. LH tone melodies
bambara gloss bambara gloss

a. bá ‘goat’ g. bílén ‘still’
b. bǎ ‘river’ h. bìlén ‘red’
c. fá ‘father’ i. fúrá ‘leaf’
d. fǎ ‘capacity’ j. fùrá ‘distance’
e. sán ‘year’ k. kɔ́rɔ́ ‘underside’
f. sǎn ‘sky’ l. kɔ̀rɔ́ ‘old’

3.2. Mande prosodic structure. Only a small body of research on Mande lan-
guages outside of the Manding group discusses prosodic structure. To my knowledge,
the earliest of these works were Bearth 1971, Bolli 1976, and Le Saout 1979. Le Saout
introduced the idea of consonant homoresonance to Mande linguistics. Taking
Guro, a Southeastern Mande language of Côte d’Ivoire, as an example, Le Saout illus-
trated that the distribution of certain sonorant consonants was predictable within a do-
main he called the syllabeme. The syllabeme or featural foot in Guro has since
been discussed in Vydrine 2003 and Kuznetsova 2007. Vydrine illustrates additional
properties of the syllabeme, namely, that it provides a domain within which vowel har-
monization occurs and within which nasalization spreads. Furthermore, he offers data
illustrating that tonal contours found within a syllabeme are predictable with reference
to the initial consonant of the domain. Kuznetsova (2007) later expands upon these
findings, offering a set of rules for segmental reduction and piédisation (i.e. the cre-
ation of feet) in Guro; she also tackles notable discrepancies in earlier work.3

The summary of Mande tonal systems in Vydrine 2002 highlights general characteris-
tics of prosodic structure in these languages. According to the survey, certain languages
(e.g. San-Sane, Guro, Tura, Dan, and perhaps Gban) appear to exhibit foot-based tonal
characteristics; in most instances, however, these are largely preliminary assessments.
Vydrine (2010) offers additional information pertaining specifically to the status of met-
rical feet in Mande. Bamba (1991) discusses prosodically conditioned phenomena in
Maninka and Jahanka that he claims relate to a correlation between H vs. L tones and
strong vs. weak metrical nodes, respectively. Green, Anderson, and Obeng (2013) re-
cently proposed that feet may account for the outcome of certain tonal processes in Susu.

3.3. Bambara prosodic structure. For Bambara prosodic structure, one can divide
the known research into two complementary trajectories dealing with segmental and
tonal phenomena, respectively, both of which discuss a role for the foot in Bambara
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3 There are restrictions on the types and combinations of vowels that cooccur in a Bambara foot, as well as
a consonant distribution skewed such that a diminished range of contrasts is possible in what would be foot-
internal positions (Dumestre 1987, Vydrine 2010). Despite these facts, the domain-dependent relationships
characteristic of the syllabeme are not found in Bambara.



phonology. Following principles of autosegmental phonology (Goldsmith 1976), Leben
(2002:3) describes three general scenarios that might define the behavior of tonal feet.
These scenarios relate to separate, parallel tiers of segmental and tonal representation.
The scenarios are shown in 3a–c, where prosodic structure is organized on either the seg-
mental tier (3a), or the tonal tier (3b), or both tiers (3c). The scenario in 3a aligns with
standard assumptions about metrical structure, which is understood to rely on segmental
organization; that in 3b represents an analogous state of affairs wherein metrical struc-
ture relies on prosodic organization on the tonal tier (as broached in Liberman 1975). The
final scenario, 3c, involves a congruence between tiers that are prosodically organized in
parallel; in an idealized situation, the boundaries of this organization are one to one.
Leben (2002, 2003) posits that Bambara has tonal feet that ‘at the very least’ rely on seg-
mental organization (i.e. the 3a scenario). Leben does not necessarily rule out the possi-
bility of 3c, nor does he delve into discussion of a segmental foot-structure analog.

(3) Possible relationships between feet in prosodic organization
a. Structure organized on the segmental tier

L H
| |

(muso)
b. Structure organized on the tonal tier

(L H)
| |

muso
c. Structure organized on both tiers

(L H)
| |

(muso)
With these assumptions about prosodic organization in place, Leben defines Bam-

bara tonal feet in relation to tone distribution and as a locus for the association of one of
the two Bambara tonal melodies, H or LH. Referencing the small list of trisyllabic
Bambara words from Creissels 1978 given in 4, Leben explores the distribution of these
melodies in words exhibiting both ‘major’ tonal melodies and the more exceptional
‘minor’ tonal melodies (Dumestre 2003:23–24). An estimated 90% of Bambara mono-
morphemic words exhibit a major surface tone melody, that is, one transparently de-
rived from a lexical H or LH melody. The remaining 10% of words have a minor tone
melody, for example, LHLH, HHLH, or HLH (Dumestre 1987:61). Leben illustrates
that Bambara tonal feet are maximally disyllabic. In addition, because he assumes that
feet are parsed exhaustively, Leben shows that an LH sequence may associate to a sin-
gle vowel in certain minor tone melody words, as well as in monosyllabic lexemes.
Thus, monosyllabic feet are possible. Proposed foot boundaries are indicated by paren-
theses in the following examples.

(4) Tone patterns in trisyllabic words from Leben 2002
bambara gloss tone pattern

a. (kámá)(lén) ‘young man’ HHH
b. (kábá)(sǔ) ‘chalk’ HHL͡H
c. (mán)(ɡòró) ‘mango’ HLH
d. (tùbà)(bú) ‘European’ LLH
e. (ɲɔ̀nín)(sǎ) ‘fever’ LHL͡H
f. ( jà)(kúmá) ‘cat’ LHH
g. ( jǎn)(kàmú) ‘scorpion’ L͡HLH
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Important details of this analysis are discussed further in §4.2 below, but the crux of
Leben’s argument is as follows: because monosyllabic LH contours can associate to an
initial or final syllable of a trisyllabic word (assuming autosegmental principles of tone
association), the directionality of disyllabic footing (right to left vs. left to right) in
Bambara must be lexically specified to account for the distribution of monosyllabic feet
and their contour tones. Below, I present evidence suggesting that specifying direction-
ality of foot parsing in the lexicon is unnecessary.

Another proposition arising from this work is that (LH) sequences within a tonal foot
are predictably neutralized to (LL) when another H tone is immediately right-adjacent to
the sequence. That is, a sequence of (LH)#H becomes (LL)#H, where # is a foot, mor-
pheme, or word boundary. This process, sometimes referred to as affaissement or ‘set-
tling’, is well known in the Manding literature (Dumestre 2003:25), and its outcomes
illustrate key characteristics of Bambara tonology. For example, affaissement demon-
strates the privileged spreading of the typologically unusual Manding marked L tone
(Creissels 2009, Creissels & Grégoire 1993) within a foot.Affaissement is also a clear ex-
ample of a tone neutralization, since it manifests the crosslinguistic tendency for lan-
guages to smooth the tonal contour of words and phrases (Hyman 1978, 2007).4 Prior to
Leben (2002) and his proposal of tonal feet in Bambara, there was no account of this neu-
tralization that offered a principled explanation for both its boundedness and its failure
to apply in notable instances, although see Creissels 2009 for a different perspective.5

Bamba (1991) aimed to establish the presence of prosodic structure in Manding lan-
guages by defining domains whose characteristics are linked to the distribution of lexi-
cal tonal melodies and the manipulation of these melodies under certain conditions,
such as in the presence of an L tone definite marker. Although Bamba refers to these
structures as feet, they are much different from the feet described, for example, in
Leben 2002, 2003. Bamba characterizes feet explicitly in terms of overall binary, tree-
like strong + weak or weak + strong sequences, rather than maximally disyllabic enti-
ties, as proposed in later works. His analysis centers upon Maninka and Jahanka, but he
argues that the principles defined can be applied to other Manding languages like Bam-
bara and Dyula.

Two additional works, namely Rialland & Badjimé 1989 and Weidman & Rose 2006,
discuss domain-bounded tone assignment in Bambara, albeit in reference to different
domains and from different theoretical perspectives. The earlier article by Rialland and
Badjimé (R&B) explores ‘edge-in’ tone assignment in a Bambara koiné spoken by the
second author. According to the data presented, this particular variety of Bambara has a
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4 A referee asks if affaissement might be considered a reflex of the obligatory contour principle (OCP;
Leben 1973). From a conceptual viewpoint, this is a promising possibility; affaissement does, in fact, avoid
sequences of adjacent H tones. Referring to affaissement explicitly as an OCP effect, however, would require
a few caveats, the importance of which would depend on the precise definition of the OCP that one chooses
to adopt. One caveat would be that affaissement does not necessarily avoid sequences of lexically specified
like tones within a morpheme. In one case, the final H tone of trisyllabic words where affaissement often ap-
plies is supplied by default. In another, affaissement occurs when triggered by the presence of an H tone in a
rightward-adjacent lexeme. Thus, the phenomenon is not limited to applying within a single morpheme or
word. More important would be that there are notable exceptions to affaissement. For example, affaissement
fails to apply in a number of nativized Arabic loanwords whose segmental characteristics disallow L tone
spreading within the foot domain (as in jàbárú ‘majesty’ and mìsírí ‘mosque’). With these facts in mind, it is
reasonable to posit that the affaissement process captures the spirit of the OCP; however, the theoretical im-
plications and analytical consequences of this assumption are beyond the scope of the current article.

5 The marked L tone spreading of affaissement also has an analog, albeit in the prosodic word domain, in
another process called compacité tonale or tonal compactness (Green 2013).



more robust and seemingly more variable tonal system than has been reported for other
Bambara varieties. The stance taken by these authors concerning the assignment of
tonal melodies to Bambara words is unique. R&B consider the word to be the Bambara
tone-bearing unit, and the edge-in assignment of tones is typically bounded by this do-
main. Their analysis posits that each Bambara grammatical word has a floating liaison
H tone at its right edge; this floating tone is in addition to the aforementioned floating L
tone definite marker also located at the right edge of a word, in relevant instances. R&B
account for both lexical tonal melodies and those resulting from sandhi effects by the
same analytical mechanism. The crux of their analysis rests largely on the realization of
an L vs. HL sequence at the right edge of certain phrases.

The data discussed by R&B are later recast and reanalyzed in Weidman & Rose
2006. This later paper improves upon the previously offered derivational account of
tone assignment, arguing instead that an edge-in analysis is not necessary if one appeals
to tone assignment and spreading within tonal feet. Weidman and Rose reiterate many
of the same assumptions about the characteristics of tonal feet that were previously de-
scribed in Leben 2002, 2003. They assume binary, left-headed feet and exhaustive pars-
ing but depart from Leben in their assertion that a degenerate foot will be located at the
left edge of a trisyllabic word.6 Their analysis demonstrates the utility of tonal feet in
accommodating a variety of tonal data.

From a segmental perspective, Green & Diakite 2008 and Green 2010 look at the
outcomes of two complementary processes of segmental reduction in Colloquial Bam-
bara (a nonstandard variety of Bambara spoken in Bamako, Mali) and compare them to
what is observed in more normative varieties of the language. One process removes
vowels from a word under certain circumstances when that deletion would not compro-
mise phonotactic restrictions. Another removes intervocalic velar consonants flanked
by identical vowels. Green 2010 argues that these processes reference disyllabic feet as
their domain of application, illustrating instances in which intervening foot boundaries
preclude otherwise expected deletions.

With these characteristics of Mande, and more specifically Bambara, in mind, I turn
next to a presentation and discussion of the disconnect between perspectives on Bam-
bara prosodic structure as they relate to the parameters of foot headedness and direc-
tionality of footing.

4. Perspectives on the bambara foot domain. Before delving into the differing
perspectives on certain parameters of the Bambara foot domain, the following are un-
controversial properties of Bambara feet upon which scholars tend to agree. First, and
most importantly, the foot domain plays a key role in Bambara phonology. There are
several segmental and tonal phenomena that are difficult to address without reference to
the foot domain. Second, scholars agree that Bambara feet are parsed to be maximally
disyllabic; this applies to the description of both tonal feet in Leben 2002, 2003 and
segmental feet in Green 2010. There has yet to be a definitive account of the nature of
the binarity of Bambara feet, that is, whether feet are in fact binary syllabic trochees or
binary moraic trochees. There will be more to say about this below. Lastly, scholars
agree that foot parsing is exhaustive, and therefore that degenerate, monosyllabic feet
are parsed where relevant. The direction of this exhaustive parsing is still an open topic
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6 Recall that Leben (2002, 2003) proposed that footing must be lexically specified in order to account for
his analysis in which degenerate monosyllabic feet could occur at either the left edge or right edge of a trisyl-
labic word. I propose an alternative to both of these analyses below.



for consideration and is discussed below. There is no evidence that extrametricality
plays a role in parsing Bambara feet.

4.1. Foot headedness. There are two main, albeit opposing, perspectives on foot
headedness in Bambara. These perspectives are captured in Green 2010 and Vydrine
2010, both of which reference data on segmental reduction in support of their view-
points. Green argues that Bambara feet are left-headed (trochaic feet); Vydrine proposes
that they are right-headed (iambic feet).

Vydrine (2010) argues that Manding languages generally exhibit iambic (weak +
strong) footing. His argument is largely predicated on the fact that in several of these
languages, including some varieties of Bambara, the segmental reductions that occur
tend to reduce or eliminate the initial syllable of a disyllabic sequence, as long as cer-
tain phonotactic conditions are maintained. The generalization that he makes is that
only a (CV.LV) foot (where L is some liquid) can reduce to (CLV), thereby creating a
phonotactically favorable, rising-sonority onset in the resulting CCV syllable. The
overall premise is that the stronger of the two foot positions is the one maintained after
reduction. Vydrine (2010) does not offer much data on this point; however, two com-
mercially available Bambara dictionaries (Bailleul 2007 and Dumestre 2011) include
instances where such vowel reductions may occur in some normative Bambara vari-
eties. Of the few examples of reduction provided in Dumestre 2003 and shown in 5 for
‘standard Bambara’, most follow this pattern. The exception to this is the reduction
in màrifá > [màrfá] ‘gun’, which would be an apparent counterexample to the stance
taken by Vydrine that the stronger, right-edge position of a foot is the one preserved fol-
lowing reduction.

(5) Segmental reductions from CVCV to CCV (adapted from Dumestre 2003)
nonsyncopated form reduced form gloss

a. (bì.lá) (blà) ‘to leave’
b. (fú.lá) (flá) ‘Fula’
c. (f ì.sá) (fsà) ‘better’
d. (dɔ̀.lɔ́) (dlɔ̀) ‘alcohol’
e. (dú.nã́) (dnã́) ‘stranger’
f. (dù.lɔ̀)(kí) (dlɔ̀kí) ‘shirt’
g. (bù.lṍ) (blõ̀) ‘hall’
h. (tì.nɛ́) (tnɛ̀) ‘prohibited’

Green (2010) argues instead that Bambara exhibits trochaic footing. He bases this ar-
gument on the outcome of two segmental-deletion processes that occur in Colloquial
Bambara. As spelled out more fully in Green et al. 2014 and Green & Davis 2014, Col-
loquial Bambara has emerged or developed from a more phonologically conservative,
normative variety of the language. It may be a koiné. These authors argue that the non-
syncopated form of a word is its lexical form. This assertion is based on the fact that the
nonreduced form of a given word will reemerge in certain constructions, including in
compounds and other more morphologically complex constructions, when reductions
cannot be accommodated by the language’s metrical structure or other constraints on
the number of reductions permitted per word intervene. In addition, the authors illus-
trate that the tonal patterns observed in Colloquial Bambara are derived from nonsyn-
copated inputs. This suggests that speakers of Colloquial Bambara have lexical access
to nonsyncopated word forms. As discussed further below, the distribution of conso-
nants, vowels, and tones, as well as tone-neutralization processes at the foot and
prosodic word level even in nonsyncopated varieties of Bambara, provides important
input to Bambara learners regarding the metrical structure of the language.
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The outcome of one of the two reduction processes observed in Colloquial Bambara,
namely vowel syncope (Green 2010), is similar to the reduction process described in
Vydrine 2010. Examples of this process in 6 show the same types of segmental reduc-
tion seen in 5, where a high vowel is removed from the first syllable of a word.

(6) First-syllable reduction in Colloquial Bambara
nonsyncopated form reduced form gloss

a. (sí.rã́) (srã́) *sír ‘to scar’
b. (tɛ̀.nɛ́) (tnɛ̌) *tɛ̌n ‘taboo’
c. (sì.là)(mɛ́) (slà.mɛ́) *sìl.mɛ́ ‘Muslim’
d. (dù.lɔ̀)(kí) (dlɔ̀.kí) *dùl.kí ‘shirt’

In addition to reductions such as these, however, reductions removing a second-
syllable input vowel are also possible in Colloquial Bambara. Representative examples
of such reductions are in 7.

(7) Second-syllable reduction in Colloquial Bambara
nonsyncopated form reduced form gloss

a. (ká.bí)(lá) (ká.blá) *kbí.lá ‘tribute’
b. (sà.f í)(nɛ́) (sà.fnɛ́) *sfà.nɛ́ ‘soap’
c. (dè.lì)(kó) (dèl.kó) *dlì.kó ‘habit’
d. (fá.rĩ́)(mã́) (fár.mã́) *frí.mã́ ‘brave’
e. (sá.nú)(mã́) (sán.mã́) *snú.mã́ ‘holy’
f. (bá.lí)(kú) (bál.kú) *blí.kú ‘adult’
g. (cá.pá)(ló) (cá.pló) *cpá.ló ‘millet beer’
h. (nà.mà)(sá) (nàm.sá) *nmà.sá ‘banana’

Based on these observations and additional facts described below, I assume that
Bambara varieties, including the ‘standard’ described in Dumestre 2003 and the Stan-
dard Urban Bambara and Colloquial Bambara described in Green et al. 2014, share the
same foundational structural characteristics. The data on permitted versus disallowed
reduced forms in these varieties suggest that the key difference between them is in the
stringency of constraints on their syllable-margin phonotactics and metrical structure.
The conservative varieties of the language have stricter phonotactics, which block or
limit reduction; the phonotactics of Colloquial Bambara, by contrast, are more lenient
and therefore permit a wider variety of reductions.

The fact that reductions in Colloquial Bambara are not restricted to the first syllable
calls into question the generalization offered in Vydrine 2010 that Bambara feet are
iambic. Crosslinguistically, iambic feet prefer to enhance their unbalanced weak +
strong nature (Hayes 1985), which implies that the head of an iambic foot should be
better protected from deletion. If Bambara feet are iambic and parsed from left to right,
second-syllable deletions like those seen in 7 would affect the strong, right-edge head
position of the iamb. If Bambara feet are instead trochaic, however, the full range of re-
ductions seen in 5–7 could be accommodated. This assertion arises from the fact that,
unlike iambs, trochaic feet prefer to minimize overt metrical prominence (Prince 1991).
This implies that either syllable position in a trochaic foot (including the head) might be
subject to reduction under the appropriate phonotactic conditions. I propose here, and
offer further support for below, that trochaic feet capture the outcome of reduction in
both Standard and Colloquial Bambara, while an analysis with iambic feet offers no ex-
planation for the reduction patterns in the latter.

A number of additional characteristics of Bambara phonology further support a tro-
chaic footing analysis. One of these is the application of an intervocalic lenition process
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targeting velar consonants flanked by identical vowels; the process occurs in both Stan-
dard (Dumestre 2003:19) and Colloquial (Green & Diakite 2008) Bambara. The process
targets velar consonants meeting this structural description only when they are located
in the prosodically weak onset position of the second syllable of a foot. In Colloquial
Bambara, if this structural description is not met, an alternative vocalic reduction occurs.
Representative examples from Green 2010 where velar lenition either occurs or fails to
occur are given in 8 and 9, respectively. Green suggests that a factor motivating the re-
strictions that the language places on this process is the avoidance of creating illicit
iambic sequences. In fact, there is some evidence from Colloquial Bambara that the lan-
guage avoids the creation of iambic structures so intently that this restriction may block
syllable-reduction processes altogether. Iambic structure avoidance can be seen, for ex-
ample, in a word like ɲásáká ‘twig’, which cannot be reduced by intervocalic velar dele-
tion (*ɲásáá), and which also cannot lose a vowel due to phonotactic constraints (*ɲsáká,
*ɲáská, *ɲásák).

(8) Intervocalic velar lenition
standard colloquial gloss

a. (sì.ɡí) (sìí) ‘to sit’
b. (mɔ̀.kɔ́) (mɔ̀ɔ́) ‘person’
c. (tɔ́.ɡɔ́) (tɔ́ɔ́) ‘name’
d. (sà.ɡá) (sàá) ‘sheep’
e. (dù.ɡú) (dùú) ‘village’
f. (sɔ̀.kɔ̀)(lí) (sɔ̀ɔ̀.lí) ‘infection’
g. (sɔ̀.kɔ̀)(má) (sɔ̀ɔ̀.má) ‘morning’
h. (sé.lí)(sá.ká) (sé.lí)(sáá) ‘sacrificial sheep’
i. (nɛ̀.rɛ̀)(mú.ɡú) (nɛ̀.rɛ̀)(múú) ‘yellow’
j. (sì.ɡì)(bó.ló) (sìì)(bó.ló) ‘institution’
k. (ɲɔ́.kɔ́̃)(sɔ́.rɔ́) (ɲɔ́̃ɔ́̃)(sɔ́.rɔ́) ‘to find one another’

(9) Failed intervocalic velar lenition
standard colloquial gloss

a. (bá.rá)(ká) (bár.ká)/(brá.ká) *bá.ráá ‘blessing’
b. (sú.rú)(kú) (súr.kú)/(srú.kú) *sú.rúú ‘hyena’
c. (dà.rà)(ká) (dàr.ká)/(drà.ká) *dà.ráá ‘breakfast’
d. (ɲà.mà)(ká.lá) (ɲà.mà)(ká.lá) *ɲà.màà.lá ‘caste’
e. (dɔ̃̀.kì)(lì)#(dá) (dɔ̃̀.klì)(dá) *dɔ̃̀.kìl.dá ‘to dance’

Also in support of trochaic footing is the skewed distribution of consonants and vowels
found in a given foot position in Bambara. Dumestre (1987) and Vydrine (2010) report
that a full complement of consonant contrasts is found in what are arguably prosodically
strong, foot-initial syllable onsets (that is, in the first and third syllables of a word). In these
positions, obstruents occur more frequently in first-syllable onsets. Sonorant consonants
in first-syllable onsets are few in native Bambara words, but they are readily accommo-
dated in nativized loanwords. In trisyllabic native Bambara words, sonorant consonants
occur more often in third-syllable onsets than in first-syllable onsets.

According to these same authors, a complementary situation is found in the onset po-
sition of what would be a foot-internal syllable (for example, in the second syllable of a
word). While any consonant (including obstruents) can occupy these positions, sono-
rant consonants occur most frequently in the onset of such prosodically weak positions.

There is no study that I am aware of that details this distribution from a statistical or
even roughly quantitative perspective, but the discussion by Dumestre (1987:85–90) on
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the relationship between consonant type, consonant position in a word, and associated
tonal melodies in trisyllabic Bambara words offers some relevant information. In his
corpus of approximately 200 trisyllabic words, Dumestre reports that roughly 75%
(~150 words) exhibit an LLH tone melody. With this percentage in mind, one can turn
to Leben (2002, 2003) and Green (2010), who argue that an LLH melody in trisyllabic
Bambara words arises via an alteration from (LH)(H) to (LL)(H) due to rightward L
tone spreading within a foot. Furthermore, these authors show that L spreading only oc-
curs in words containing a sonorant second-syllable onset (exceptions to this include
certain nativized Arabic borrowings). This offers some promising, yet not definitive,
support for claims about the distribution of consonants offered elsewhere.

In addition, although it does not indicate much about headedness, both Dumestre
(1987) and Vydrine (2010) also indicate a skewed distribution of possible vowel pairs
that can share a foot; it is most common for vowels sharing a foot to be identical. Nei-
ther author provides a quantitative assessment indicating percentages of identical vs.
nonidentical vowels; however, a detailed study of the Bɛlɛdugu dialect of Bambara
(Konatè & Vydrine 1989) sheds some light on this distribution. The authors indicate
that a full complement of disyllabic CVCV, CVːCV, CVCṼ, and CṼCṼ words contain-
ing identical vowels are attested for each of Bambara’s seven vowels. The distribution
of nonidentical vowels in such sequences is scattered.

A final characteristic in support of trochaic foot structure relates to tone. Leben
(2002, 2003) argues for disyllabic tonal feet in Bambara, asserting that the tonal foot is
the locus of association for tone melodies. An interesting correlate between his asser-
tion and the position taken here that Bambara feet are trochaic is that Bambara’s marked
L tone can only associate uniquely with the head of a foot. Green (2013) also proposes
that in prosodically simple lexemes, and in many compounds and other derivatives, the
syllable at the head of a leftmost foot is also dominated at a higher level by the head of
the prosodic word domain. This implies that Bambara favors feet and other prosodic
domains with a prominent left edge.

4.2. Directionality of footing. Like the state of affairs concerning foot headed-
ness discussed above, there are two main, yet opposing, viewpoints offered in the liter-
ature on the directionality of foot parsing in Bambara. These viewpoints are captured in
a series of works by Leben (2002, 2003) and Green and colleagues (Green 2010, Green
et al. 2014). Leben proposes that the direction of foot parsing (left to right or right to
left) must be lexically specified for a given word; Green and his colleagues instead
argue that Bambara words are parsed into feet from left to right in all instances.

The proposal in Leben 2002, 2003 stems from the distribution of H and LH tonal
melodies into seven unique patterns. These patterns are based on a series of trisyllabic
words from Creissels 1978. The examples in 10, drawn from Leben 2002, are represen-
tative of the seven patterns under consideration.

(10) Trisyllabic word tone patterns from Leben 20027

bambara gloss tone pattern
a. kámálén ‘young man’ HHH
b. kábásǔ ‘chalk’ HHLH
c. mánɡòró ‘mango’ HLH
d. tùbàbú ‘European’ LLH
e. ɲɔ̀nínsǎ ‘fever’ LHLH
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f. jàkúmá ‘cat’ LHH
g. jǎnkàmú ‘scorpion’ LHLH

Leben illustrates that the tone patterns in 10, all of which have a final H tone, are not
the result of some intonational phenomenon. In their definite sense, these words have a
phrase-final falling pattern due to a floating L definite marker.8 Likewise, Leben shows
that words like 10b,c,e and 10g exhibit an LH#H → LL#H alternation, due to affaisse-
ment, when followed by another H tone word. Because affaissement is argued to occur
only within a foot, the presence of these alternations provides important insight into the
prosodic structure of these words. The foot boundaries within which affaissement oc-
curs are shown in the underlying forms in 11.

(11) LH to LL alternation within a foot
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underlying surface gloss tone alternation
a. kábá(sǔ) tɛ́ yàn kábásù tɛ́ yàn ‘no chalk is here’ HHLH → HHL
b. mán(ɡòró) tɛ́ yàn mánɡòrò tɛ́ yàn ‘no mango is here’ HLH → HLL
c. ɲɔ̀nín(sǎ) tɛ́ yàn ɲɔ̀nínsà tɛ́ yàn ‘no fever is here’ LHLH → LHL
d. jǎn(kàmú) tɛ́ yàn jǎnkàmù tɛ́ yàn ‘no scorpion is here’ LHLH → LHLL

The point here is that the (LH) → (LL) alternations occur within a foot, just as in the
instances of affaissement introduced in §3.3. A fuller picture is given in 12. Because
Bambara feet are parsed exhaustively, Leben argues that feet must be parsed so that de-
generate, monosyllabic feet can occur at the right edge (as in 12a) or left edge (as in
12b) of a word; this would be necessary to create the environment for the noted in-
stances of affaissement in these data. It is for this reason that Leben argues that the di-
rection of foot parsing in Bambara must be lexically specified for each word.

(12) Completely parsed foot boundaries
underlying surface gloss

a. (kábá)(sǔ) tɛ́ yàn (kábá)(sù) tɛ́ yàn ‘no chalk is here’
b. (mán)(ɡòró) tɛ́ yàn (mán)(ɡòrò) tɛ́ yàn ‘no mango is here’
c. (ɲɔ̀nín)(sǎ) tɛ́ yàn (ɲɔ̀nín)(sà) tɛ́ yàn ‘no fever is here’
d. ( jǎn)(kàmú) tɛ́ yàn (jǎn)(kàmù) tɛ́ yàn ‘no black scorpion is here’

The crux of this proposal falls on the tonal behavior of words like 12b and 12d; the
tonal outcome of these words appears to necessitate the possibility of right-to-left foot
parsing. The outcomes in 12a, 12c—and, indeed, those in 10a,d and 10f—support left-
to-right foot parsing. The outlying words, both of which have a left-edge monosyllabic
foot, have an additional structural characteristic in common. That is, both (mán)(ɡòró)
and (jǎn)(kàmú) have a word-initial foot consisting of a CVN syllable, followed by a
second foot containing two CV syllables. I suggest below that this particular structural
difference affects the realization of their respective tonal patterns.

Important to this discussion is that the literature on Manding languages (e.g. Creissels
2009) brings to light evidence that these word-initial CVN syllables are (synchronically,
in some languages, but at least historically, in Bambara) bimoraic. Thus, such syllables,
as they occur in words like 11b and 11d, would be parsed as monosyllabic, bimoraic feet.
The analyses offered in Leben 2002, 2003 and Green 2010 propose that Bambara feet are
maximally disyllabic, but neither takes a hard-line stance about the role played by the
mora in foot parsing. Green (2010:192) proposes that a ‘well-formed’Bambara foot must
be bimoraic, but leaves open the possibility that degenerate, monomoraic feet can arise
due to exhaustive parsing. The tonal outcomes in 11 now appear to provide the evidence



needed to further solidify our overall understanding of this particular characteristic of
Bambara feet.

I am proposing here that Bambara feet are bimoraic trochees that are maximally di-
syllabic. Adopting this proposal, alongside the argument offered in Green 2010 that
Bambara feet are parsed from left to right in all instances, effectively precludes the ne-
cessity for lexically specified directionality of foot parsing in words like 11b and 11d.
That is, parsing bimoraic feet from the left edge in words containing an initial bimoraic
trochee yields domain boundaries providing the necessary environment for the affaisse-
ment described in Leben 2002, 2003. Furthermore, a bimoraic, left-to-right parse intro-
duces no problematic issues for parsing in other words discussed in the aforementioned
works. Likewise, this parsing mechanism also captures the distribution of right-edge
monosyllabic feet, as in words like 11a and 11c, and effectively explains the application
of affaissement within them as well.

Further support for left-to-right foot parsing can be found in the outcomes of addi-
tional phenomena described in the Bambara literature. Most interesting among these are
restrictions affecting the segmental-deletion processes reported in Green 2010 and
Green et al. 2014 for Colloquial Bambara.

First, as illustrated in 9, and repeated here in 13 with additional examples, the process
of intervocalic velar deletion occurs only within a foot and never across a foot boundary.

(13) Intervocalic velar deletion
standard colloquial gloss

a. (bá.rá)(ká) (bár.ká)/(brá.ká) *bá.ráá ‘blessing’
b. (sú.rú)(kú) (súr.kú)/(srú.kú) *sú.rúú ‘hyena’
c. (dà.rà)(ká) (dàr.ká)/(drà.ká) *dà.ráá ‘breakfast’
d. (sɔ̀.kɔ̀)(má) (sɔ̀ɔ̀.ma) ‘morning’
e. (dɔ́.kɔ́)(yá) (dɔ́ɔ́.ya) ‘to make small’
f. (sú.kú)(ná) (súú.na)/(sú.kná) ‘urine’
g. (dù.kù)(má) (dúú.ma)/(dù.kmá) ‘on the ground’
h. (sì.kì)(lã́) (sìì.lã́)/(sì.klã́) ‘chair’
i. (sù.ɡù)(rí) (sùù.rí)/(sù.ɡrí) ‘prefasting meal’
j. (dɔ́n)(bá.ɡá) (dɔ́n)(báá) ‘well-known person’

Alternatively, a right-to-left parse would fail to provide a descriptive generalization
that captures both the failure of velar deletion to occur in words like 13a–c and also its
ability to occur in words like 13d–f. Words like 13j illustrate that velar deletion remov-
ing the onset of the third syllable of a word is possible in words whose first syllable is a
bimoraic CVN foot. The schematization in 14 illustrates the predictions made by these
two parsing possibilities. Importantly, left-to-right footing captures all observed Collo-
quial Bambara data; incorrect predictions are made by a right-to-left parse.

(14) Alternative footing for intervocalic velar deletion
Left-to-right footing
a. (bá.rá)(ká) → (bár.ká)/(brá.ká) ‘blessing’
b. (sɔ̀.kɔ̀)(má) → (sɔ̀ɔ̀.ma) ‘morning’
Right-to-left footing
c. (bá)(rá.ká) → *(bá.ráá)
d. (sɔ̀)(kɔ̀.má) → *(sɔ̀.kmá)

Another interesting outcome in Colloquial Bambara, previously described in relation
to left-to-right foot parsing, is the grammaticality of variable vowel deletions within a
foot, as shown in several examples thus far and illustrated in 15. These data suggest that
variation in the outcome of vowel deletion in Colloquial Bambara is possible only if
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three conditions are met: (i) both vowel-deletion targets must be identical; (ii) both
deletions must obey Colloquial Bambara syllable-margin phonotactics, as described in
§3.1; and (iii) the vowels must be within the same foot. Because feet are iteratively cre-
ated via exhaustive parsing, variable outcomes are also possible outside of a word-
initial foot, as in 15e–f.

(15) Variable vowel deletion within a foot
standard colloquial gloss

a. (bá.rá)(ká) (bár.ká)/(brá.ká) ‘blessing’
b. (sú.rú)(kú) (súr.kú)/(srú.kú) ‘hyena’
c. (bɔ̀.rɔ̀)(tɔ́) (bɔ̀r.tɔ́)/(brɔ̀.tɔ́) ‘to tear apart’
d. (ɡà.là)(má) (ɡàl.má)/(ɡlà.má) ‘spoon’
e. (mù.sò)(kɔ̀.rɔ̀)(bá) (mù.sò)(kɔ̀r.bá)/(mù.sò)(krɔ̀.bá) ‘wise woman’
f. (kú.má)(ɡá.lá)(má) (kú.má)(ɡál.má)/(kú.má)(ɡlá.má) ‘microphone’

The data in 16 illustrate just a few of the several other word shapes in which variation
in vowel deletion is not possible for one or more reasons. For example, 16a–b have
identical vowels within a foot, yet syllable-margin phonotactics preclude an alternative
deletion; 16c–d show instances where vowels within a foot are not identical, and there-
fore only a single deletion is possible. Finally, words like 16e–f illustrate the failure of
variation to occur when identical vowels are separated by a foot boundary.9

(16) Word shapes without variable vowel deletion
standard colloquial gloss

a. (nà.mà)(sá) (nàm.sá) *nmà.sá ‘banana’
b. (cá.pá)(ló) (cá.pló) *cpá.ló ‘millet beer’
c. (fá.rí)(mã́) (fár.mã́) *frí.mã́ ‘brave’
d. (sì.là)(mɛ́) (slà.mɛ́) *sìl.mɛ́ ‘Muslim’
e. (dɔ̃̀.kì)(lì)#(dá) (dɔ̃̀.klì)(dá) *dɔ̃̀.kìl.dá ‘to dance’
f. (ná.fó)(ló)#(tí.kí) (ná.fló)(tí.kí) *ná.fól.tí.kí ‘rich man’

I demonstrated in 14 that incorrect predictions are made by an alternative right-to-left
foot parse for words like 15a–b. Likewise, a right-to-left parse would fail to offer a prin-
cipled explanation for the variation in vowel deletions seen in words like 15c–f. Such a
parse would predict variation between a vowel in a well-formed disyllabic foot, on the
one hand, and the only vowel of a degenerate monosyllabic foot, on the other. In addi-
tion, a right-to-left parse might predict variation between vowel-deletion targets in situ-
ations like 16e–f.

A final instance in which a right-to-left parse would make incorrect predictions also
relates to variation between grammatical outcomes in Colloquial Bambara. Green and
colleagues (2014) point out that input words like some of those in 13 show variation be-
tween reductions resulting from vowel deletion or, alternatively, velar consonant dele-
tion. They argue that these alternative reductions are possible only when the two deletion
processes are competing for a deletion target within the same foot. As shown in 17, while
a left-to-right parse correctly predicts the variable outcomes, a right-to-left parse would
predict only a single grammatical outcome, namely reduction via vowel deletion.

(17) Alternative footing for vowel deletion and velar consonant deletion
Left-to-right footing
a. (sú.kú)(ná) → (súú.na)/(sú.kná) *skú.ná ‘urine’
b. (sù.ɡù)(rí) → (sùù.rí)/(sù.ɡrí) *sɡù.rí ‘prefasting meal’
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Right-to-left footing
c. (sú)(kú.ná) → (sú.kná) *súú.ná
d. (sù)(ɡù.rí) → (sù.ɡrí) *sùù.rí

By taking into account the tonal observations stated by Leben and the outcomes of
segmental deletion discussed by Green and colleagues, I have proposed a unique view-
point that accounts for the data in both series of earlier works. That is, the data taken to-
gether allow for a new proposal of bimoraic feet. This stance expounds upon the earlier
proposal by Green and colleagues for left-to-right footing in all instances, while at the
same time accounting for the distribution of monosyllabic tonal feet discussed by
Leben. This proposal precludes the requirement for lexically specified directionality of
foot parsing in Bambara.

In this section, I have offered a new perspective on the Bambara foot domain and its
structural characteristics as they relate to the parameters of foot headedness and direc-
tionality of footing. Having considered tonal and segmental data and the relationship
and interaction between relevant processes, this new perspective offers a resolution to
two outstanding discrepancies in the literature related to Bambara prosodic structure,
and it furthermore does not require any unfavorable or contradictory theoretical or ana-
lytical assumptions. In summary, I have proposed that Bambara feet are bimoraic
trochees that are parsed, in all instances, from left to right. In the following section, I
turn to the intersection of these parameters in terms of the possible realizations of feet
in relation to prosodic organization, as introduced in Leben 2002, 2003. I also discuss
evidence from other closely related Manding languages that offers corroborating evi-
dence in support of this analysis.

5. Structural unity in bambara prosodic feet. Leben (2002, 2003) outlined
three potential scenarios for ways in which feet could relate to prosodic organization.
These scenarios, given above in 3 and repeated here in 18 for convenience, suggest that
prosodic structure can be organized on either the segmental tier, or the tonal tier, or on
both tiers (whether the structures are isomorphic or not). Leben suggested that Bambara
tonal feet ‘at the very least’ rely on prosodic structure organized on the segmental tier,
as in 18. That is, the analysis he proposed left open the possibility that some prosodic
organization on the tonal tier may also occur in Bambara. The data and discussion
above confirm the stance taken by Leben that Bambara tonal feet indeed rely on the
prosodic organization on the segmental tier, but the sum total of these data and what is
now known about other aspects of Bambara prosodic phonology allows us to go a few
steps further.

(18) Possible relationships between feet in prosodic organization (repeated from 3)
a. Structure organized on the segmental tier

L H
| |

(muso)
b. Structure organized on the tonal tier

(L H)
| |

muso
c. Structure organized on both tiers

(L H)
| |

(muso)
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To begin, the distribution of Bambara tonal melodies in simple monomorphemic
words, but also in more complex compounds and derivatives, strongly suggests a lack
of prosodic organization on the tonal tier. As Leben explained, the realization and dis-
tribution of the underlying /LH/ tonal melody as LH#H vs. LL#H in trisyllabic Bam-
bara words is largely dependent on the distribution of strong vs. weak consonants in a
prosodically weak second-syllable position of a disyllabic foot. The other instance in
which this L spreading occurs is within a bimoraic, yet monosyllabic, foot. Such mono-
syllabic feet at the left edge of a word previously precluded an analysis with a single di-
rection of foot parsing in Leben’s earlier work. By looking beyond just a few data
points to the nature of such syllables in closely related Manding languages, we learn
that these apparently outlying forms support a proposal for Bambara feet as bimoraic
(as opposed to disyllabic) in nature, and this fact thereby removes the need for lexically
specified directionality of footing. Feet are parsed with respect to segmental organiza-
tion; tonal melodies target the head of a foot and spread, where possible, within the foot.
In addition, the assignment of a default H tone in instances where a tonal melody is not
lexically specified (e.g. the third syllable of a trisyllabic word) similarly relies only on
segmental prosodic organization. The mechanism of another tonal process, compacité
tonale, relies on the tone at the head of a prosodic word, which also relates to seg-
mental organization, albeit on a different prosodic tier. There are no tonal phenomena in
Bambara that I am aware of that necessitate prosodic organization on the tonal tier.

Next, as Green and colleagues have discussed, several segmental processes occurring
in one or more Bambara varieties also rely on prosodic structure organized on the seg-
mental tier. This structure provides a domain for their application. For example, both
Bambara segmental-reduction processes (i.e. vowel deletion and intervocalic velar dele-
tion) described in the literature are influenced or constrained in various ways by foot
structure parsed from left to right on the segmental tier. While the tonal phenomena
discussed above are constrained in some instances by segmental features, segmental phe-
nomena are independent of tonal features, in all instances. Characteristics such as itera-
tive parsing, the boundaries that it introduces, and, moreover, the constraints that
boundaries place on segmental-reduction processes further implicate segmental tier or-
ganization. Thus, there are no apparent segmental processes that rely on prosodic organ-
ization on the tonal tier; these facts suggest a unified perspective on footing directionality
for both segmental and tonal processes in Bambara. Therefore, I exclude the possibility
of 18b and, by extension, 18c, in favor of 18a.

Regarding the defining characteristics of the Bambara foot domain, I have illustrated
that scholars agree that Bambara feet are parsed exhaustively and maximally. The new
viewpoint on the bimoraic nature of Bambara feet discussed above has permitted me to
confirm that directionality of foot parsing is left to right in all instances. These observa-
tions suggest that the outcomes of both segmental and tonal processes rely on identi-
cally parsed prosodic structures organized on the segmental tier. To this list of
commonalities, I suggest that we can add a unity of foot headedness; all Bambara feet
are left-headed trochees.

I argued above that the observed outcomes of segmental reductions in both Standard
and Colloquial Bambara call for a reassessment of earlier assumptions about the iambic-
ity of Bambara feet, as summarized in Vydrine 2010. This reassessment is necessary
based on the following observations. To begin, phonologically conservative varieties of
Bambara that approximate the ‘standard’ generally maintain a strict CV syllable tem-
plate. Yet there are instances reported in these varieties where a CVCV → CCV reduc-
tion can occur. Colloquial Bambara permits these reductions, as well as others. In
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Colloquial Bambara, a CVCV sequence can reduce to CCV or CVC, depending on its
segmental content, margin phonotactics, and the metrical context in which the sequence
occurs. Both conservative and colloquial varieties of Bambara also permit (or disallow)
CVKV → CVV under identical conditions, where K is a velar consonant and the vowels
flanking it are the same. The domains within which these reduction processes occur ap-
pear to be identical between the two language varieties in terms of their distribution of
consonants, vowels, and tones. Reductions are also blocked under similar conditions in
both varieties. The difference in the type of reductions permitted rests in constraints that
are active in each variety on consonants permitted in syllable margins. More phonologi-
cally conservative varieties have more, or stronger, constraints against consonants in syl-
lable margins; these constraints are more relaxed, for example, in Colloquial Bambara.
Constraint-based approaches to Bambara syllable-margin phonotactics as they relate to
reduction are given in Green et al. 2014 and Green & Davis 2014.

With these and other observations in hand, Green and colleagues have proposed that
Colloquial Bambara is derived from Standard Bambara.10 The distribution of segments
and tones, and the similarities in permitted segmental reductions (albeit to different
degrees of syllable complexity) between the varieties, suggests that the varieties share
the same underlying prosodic structure. This shared structure can be implicated in the
distribution of segments and tones, while its interaction with language-specific con-
straints on phonotactics is responsible for the different reductions accommodated in a
given variety.

Within this shared structure, trochaic left-to-right footing best explains the vowel-
deletion outcomes observed in both Bambara varieties and further supports the occur-
rence of velar deletion (the endpoint of lenition) in the prosodically weak nonhead
syllable of a foot. To these segmental observations, one can add the limited lexical dis-
tribution of a marked L tone to the head of a Bambara foot. In addition, we have seen
that an L tone will only spread from the head position of a foot onto the prosodically
weaker second syllable of the foot.

Taken together, these outcomes suggest that both the segmental and tonal phenomena
in Bambara reference and rely on a single, structurally unified prosodic entity exhibit-
ing a uniform set of characteristics. In sum, Bambara feet are: (i) bimoraic, (ii) maxi-
mally disyllabic, (iii) trochaic, and (iv) parsed exhaustively from left to right on the
segmental tier.

5.1. Prosodic structure clues from elsewhere in manding. This proposal finds
support in reported characteristics of other Manding languages, including dialects of
Malinké, Maninka, and Jula, as well as other dialects of Bambara. Unfortunately, none
of the research mentioned below goes into the depth of detail about prosodic structure
found in the work on Standard and Colloquial Bambara discussed thus far in this article.
Nonetheless, there are notable characteristics of other Manding varieties that provide
some preliminary clues as to their prosodic organization.

Beginning with tonal phenomena, bounded, marked tone spreading similar to af-
faissement is reported for Kita Malinké (Creissels 2009), Faranah and Sigiri Maninka
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(Spears 1973), Niokolo Maninka (Creissels 2013), Kankan Maninka (Spears 1968),
Kolona Bambara (Dumestre & Hosaka 2000), and two varieties of Jula (Coulibaly
1983, Sanogo 1995). With the exception of Niokolo Maninka, each instance of such
tone spreading described in these works involves L tone spreading within a maximally
disyllabic span. Like Standard and Colloquial Bambara, the spreading appears to be
LH#H → LL#H. The case of Niokolo Maninka is somewhat different, as the H analog
of the spreading just described is also observed, that is, HL#L → HH#L. This resembles
the two types of spreading seen, for example, in other Central Mande languages outside
of Manding, like Susu (Green et al. 2013). Creissels (2013:25) illustrates in Niokolo
Maninka that a marked H tone can be lexically associated only to the leftmost syllable
in major tonal class words. In minor tonal class words, a marked H tone is possible in
noninitial position in a number of other contexts, including: (i) a second syllable, when
preceded by a CVV or CVN syllable; (ii) a third syllable, when preceded by two CV
syllables; and (iii) in the first syllable of the second element of a compound. The first
two contexts imply bimoraic trochaic structure.11

Turning next to segmental characteristics, a number of other features provide clues as
to the foundational prosodic structure of other Manding languages. For example, like
Standard Bambara (Dumestre 1987), other Manding varieties have a skewed distribu-
tion of consonants or cooccurrence restrictions on vowels located in syllables in dif-
ferent word positions (Creissels 1988, Konatè & Vydrine 1989, Spears 1973). More
consonant contrasts are seen in initial and third syllables, while fewer are seen in sec-
ond and fourth syllables. In addition, Niokolo Maninka has a minimality condition on
bimoraic words (Creissels 2013), and both Bɛlɛdugu and Kolona Bambara limit heavy
syllables to word-initial position (Dumestre & Hosaka 2000, Konatè & Vydrine 1989).

In terms of segmental lenition or reduction, several other Manding varieties exhibit
lenition of intervocalic velar consonants between identical vowels in a disyllabic, foot-
like sequence (Creissels 1988, 2013, Dumestre & Hosaka 2000, Konatè & Vydrine
1989, Spears 1973). Note, however, that this does not lead to the complete removal of
the velar consonant in all languages; in some instances, /k/ lenites only to [ɣ] or [ʔ].
Like Standard Bambara, some dialects of Maninka (Spears 1973) and other dialects of
Bambara (Dumestre & Hosaka 2000, Konatè & Vydrine 1989) witness vowel deletions
only of the CVCV → CCV type. It may be the case in some varieties, however, that
such reductions are predicated on the lexical distribution of vowels within the disyllabic
span, as suggested by Green and colleagues for Colloquial Bambara. In Bɛlɛdugu Bam-
bara, for example, CV1CV2 → CCV2 reduction occurs only when V1 ≠ V2. Such reduc-
tions are precluded when the vowels are equivalent. This would suggest, in line with the
argument for trochaicity above, that factors other than (or in addition to) prominence
are at play in such reductions. An analogous state of affairs is discussed for Niokolo
Maninka (Creissels 2013) where, in some instances, a CV.LV.CV word (where L is
some liquid consonant) will reduce to CVL.CV; no CLV complex syllables are re-
ported. The fact is that some Manding varieties prefer reductions yielding CCV (e.g.
Bɛlɛdugu and Standard Bambara, Faranah and Sigiri Maninka), others prefer reductions
yielding CVC (e.g. Niokolo Maninka), and still others accommodate both (e.g. Collo-
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quial Bambara). There is, of course, much work that must be done to confirm these phe-
nomena and the extent to which they occur or vary; however, these observations are ar-
guably indicative of trochaic foot structure and left-to-right foot parsing.

6. Discussion and concluding remarks. The goal of this article has been to clar-
ify and resolve discrepancies in the literature related to the parameters of foot headed-
ness and directionality of foot parsing in Bambara, and thereby to define a unified set of
characteristics for the foot domain in this language. The overall proposal that I have of-
fered is that Bambara feet are bimoraic, maximally disyllabic trochees parsed exhaus-
tively from left to right. I have drawn evidence for this proposal from the distribution of
segments and tonal melodies, as well as the outcomes of several tonal and segmental
processes in multiple varieties of the language. My stance on the direction of foot pars-
ing necessitates some adjustments to previous proposals put forward in Green 2010,
Green et al. 2014, and Leben 2002, 2003, in light of a broader look at available data and
other languages. That is, by clarifying the nature of the parse as bimoraic, I have shown
that both Leben’s and Green’s data can be accommodated without the added baggage of
lexically specified foot parsing.

A resolution to the nature of headedness is somewhat more complicated. I have illus-
trated that Bambara and, by extension, some other Manding languages exhibit aspects
of trochaicity in a number of ways. These include, among others, a skewed distribution
of consonants in different foot positions, the restriction of heavy syllables to word- or
morpheme-initial positions, consonant lenition in prosodically weak foot-internal on-
sets, the distribution and spread of marked tones, and, importantly, the possibility that
vowels can be deleted from either syllable of a foot under appropriate phonotactic con-
ditions in some language varieties.

The details of this final point are overlooked in perspectives offered by both Vydrine
(2010) and Green (2010). On the one hand, it may be that Vydrine was not aware of the
alternative deletions possible in varieties like Colloquial Bambara and Niokolo Maninka.
On the other hand, Green failed to connect the possibility for alternative vowel deletions
seen in the data with predictions made in theoretical perspectives on trochaic vs. iambic
feet (e.g. Hayes 1995, Prince 1991). Because ideal iambic feet prefer to maintain overt
metrical prominence, it is less likely that the vowel standing at the head of such an iambic
foot would be deleted. The same is not true of ideal trochaic feet, the heads of which pre-
fer nonmetrical prominence. That is, according to the iambic-trochaic law (Hayes
1995:80), trochees prefer that ‘elements contrasting in intensity naturally form groupings
with initial prominence’. We have seen in several instances in Bambara that the language
prefers certain nonmetrical prominences at the left edge of a foot. For example, this is the
position in which stop consonants are most common and where complex CCV syllables
are permitted as the result of reduction, even in some normative varieties of the lan-
guages. The left edge of a foot is also the only location to which the language’s marked
L tone can directly associate. Overt durational prominences, however, are absent or dis-
appearing. As mentioned above, historically word-initial CVV.CV sequences are absent
in the synchronic phonologies of many speakers, having become CV.CV; they may oth-
erwise occur in free variation. This is in favor of a system strengthening its trochaicity,
where uneven sequences are being resolved in favor of a more ideal, even foot. There is
also some evidence from Colloquial Bambara that the language avoids the creation of
iambic structures so intently that this restriction may block syllable-reduction processes
altogether. Iambic structure avoidance can be seen, for example, in a word like ɲásáká
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‘twig’, which cannot be reduced by intervocalic velar deletion (*ɲásáá), and which also
cannot lose a vowel due to phonotactic constraints (*ɲsáká, *ɲáská, *ɲásák).

With these factors in mind, I have argued that the vowel of either syllable in a
trochaic system like Bambara’s could (and should) be eligible for deletion, whether it is
in the head syllable or not. This is borne out in Colloquial Bambara. Dumestre (2003)
mentions a few examples of this in passing for ‘standard’ Bambara but does not ex-
pound upon the topic in his grammar. Two commercially available Bambara dictionar-
ies (Bailleul 2007 and Dumestre 2011) also indicate instances where vowel reduction
may occur in other Bambara varieties. One promising direction for future research on
this topic would be to embark on an experimental study aimed at establishing clear pho-
netic correlates of prominence related to consonants and vowels when they are found in
different foot positions, as well as the manipulation of such prominences under the in-
fluence of other phrasal conditions. This could be applied to Bambara varieties, as well
as to other related languages, in order to better establish not only the additional details
of foot structure, but perhaps even heretofore undescribed characteristics of other
prosodic domains.

It is certainly true that a deeper exploration into the acoustic properties of Bambara
prosodic structure is long overdue. I thank an anonymous referee for suggesting that the
findings reported in Mountford 1983 on intonation in one particular sentence type in
Bambara might provide a foundation upon which to base such future work. In his dis-
sertation, Mountford was concerned with ‘intonation’ as it related to the average degree
of pitch declination in declarative sentences containing different sequences of high- and
low-tone words. An otherwise unexpected finding reported in his work was a ‘tone rais-
ing’ effect observed in the final syllable of certain Bambara nouns. This effect was ob-
served in what he assumed to be both high and low tones when a noun occurred in
particular constructions. While the overall effect was deemed to be global, Mountford
suggested that the degree to which the raising was realized was variable and perhaps re-
lated to emphasis or information structure (my interpretation). Setting aside the com-
plexities of Mountford’s data, these findings suggest that tonal accents or boundary
tones may delimit certain phrasal domains in the language. Moreover, these phrasal
tones appear to interact with lexical and grammatical tones. These and other character-
istics of the phonological phrase and intonation phrase in Bambara are ripe for further
inquiry.

Turning next to typology, it is interesting to note that different Manding varieties syn-
chronically exhibit a preference for vowel deletion in different foot positions. Some
allow deletion only within the first syllable of a foot, others only within the second syl-
lable of a foot, and still others permit deletions in either foot position. This raises the
possibility that these languages may be exhibiting different stages in a gradual readjust-
ment to their phonologies as constraints on their syllable phonotactics and permitted
metrical sequences are changing.

An inquiry into trajectories of prosodic realignment and readjustment has been taken
up in recent work by Brunelle and Pittayaporn (2012, henceforth B&P) for a number of
languages spoken in mainland Southeast Asia. These languages are typologically very
distinct from Mande languages, but B&P’s findings alongside well-known theoretical
tenets of metrical and prosodic structure may shed some light on the Manding scenario.
It is not yet possible to offer a complete picture of how prosodic realignment may be af-
fecting Manding. This is largely due to the lack of comprehensive prosodic data avail-
able for many relevant languages. With this in mind, however, I attempt to compose a
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preliminary assessment of what may be under way in Manding, grounded in the asser-
tions and assumptions made in B&P’s work and what we currently know about the
properties of these languages.

B&P schematize a shift in prosodic organization from trochaicity to iambicity that
has been witnessed historically across Southeast Asian languages. They suggest that
shifts from trochaic to iambic structure are well attested in a number of instances, yet
shifts in the opposite direction (i.e. from iambic to trochaic structure) have not been at-
tested without one or more intervening, intermediate steps.

B&P offer a progression of steps by which even trochaic structure becomes mono-
syllabic iambic structure. The overall trajectory is as follows: (i) even trochaic feet un-
dergo final lengthening; (ii) the now unbalanced trochees become uneven iambs by way
of a stress shift; (iii) the first syllable of these uneven iambs is reduced, generating a
sesquisyllable; and (iv) monosyllabic iambs are ultimately the result. The authors de-
fine sesquisyllables as ‘disyllabic iambs with final stress and a reduced initial syllable’.
The penultimate step of this trajectory is reminiscent of what has been described syn-
chronically for some Manding varieties. That is, the reduction of a foot-initial syllable
in some Manding languages might appear similar to the creation of sesquisyllables.

Although this may appear possible, B&P argue that the creation of sesquisyllables is
predicated on the creation of uneven iambs. There is no reported evidence that I am
aware of for foot-final lengthening in Manding languages. A more careful phonetic
study would certainly be necessary to delve into this matter. In the absence of foot-final
lengthening, a key step in B&P’s proposed trajectory would be seemingly absent. Thus,
if Manding were heading from trochaicity to iambicity, the trajectory would have to be
quite different.

Another possible trajectory mentioned by B&P (although it is unattested in the
Southeast Asian languages in their study), however, is that even trochees might shift to
even iambs. This shift would be somewhat counterintuitive and unexpected given that
even trochees are ideal and even iambs less so. Nonetheless, this could be possible
given that even trochees and even iambs would be comparable from a metrical perspec-
tive. If such a shift were to occur, one would still have to explain the development of
sesquisyllables from even iambs without the phonologization of final lengthening. In
either case, there is no information currently available to support such a trajectory in
Manding. Thus, there is little evidence to suggest a shift to iambicity in these languages.
That said, without phonetic exploration to uncover other possible correlates of final
prominence, any further possibility of such a trajectory must be left to future research.

B&P’s trajectory (and its variants) represents one possibility, yet the synchronic evi-
dence remains in favor of trochaicity in Manding, and perhaps beyond. Vydrine
(2010:58) reveals that even well-studied languages outside of Manding, like Gouro, un-
dergo syllable-reduction processes in which one vowel or the other is subject to deletion
under certain conditions. In what could be seen as analogous to vowel reductions in
Colloquial Bambara, the preferred reduction in Gouro removes the weaker vowel in a
foot. While Vydrine explains that foot-initial reductions far outweigh instances of foot-
final reductions, an analysis that is predicated on preservation of the foot head would
imply lexically specified headedness. Similar to what I have proposed above, an under-
lying trochaic system in which reductions are influenced by other factors related to the
preservation of certain vowels or the creation of certain syllable shapes would obviate
specifying headedness in the lexicon.

These various options may be easier to imagine from an optimality-theoretic per-
spective, where phonotactic constraints in languages like Standard Bambara would
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simply favor the creation of CCV syllables; Niokolo Maninka reductions, by contrast,
would favor CVC syllables. The phonotactics of Colloquial Bambara (and perhaps even
Gouro), then, would allow both CCV and CVC syllables, under appropriate conditions.
The applicability of this proposal more widely in Mande must also await future re-
search on the prosodic structure of more languages in this family.

In this article, I have offered new data and a reanalysis of contemporary perspectives
on the characteristics of the Bambara foot domain aimed at resolving standing discrep-
ancies related to the parameters of foot headedness and directionality of foot parsing.
The proposal I have offered outlines both a clear role for the foot in Bambara phonol-
ogy and evidence that the so-called segmental and tonal feet previously described in the
literature are, in fact, a single, structurally unified prosodic entity organized on the seg-
mental tier.
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